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Abstract
HLA typing and cross-matching plays a significant role in organ allocation and optimizing graft utilization in kidney transplantation. The
types of tests, information received and interpretation have evolved, expanded and increased in complexity with time. Various techniques
used i.e., Complement Dependent Cytotoxicity (CDC), Solid Phase assays using ELISA, flow cytometry and Luminex have been described,
compared and limitations discussed. The case discussed is an immunologically low-risk patient with no history of sensitization, negative
DSA by Luminex and single antigen mismatch with a positive T and B cell CDC cross-match. There is a high possibility of the CDC being false
positive as the given patient has auto-immune disease i.e., lupus nephritis, thereby demonstrating the importance of carefully interpreting
available reports understanding its limitations. Further testing to negate IgM and auto-antibodies has been suggested for the given case.
Keywords: Transplantation; Crossmatch; Complement dependent cytotoxicity; Flow cytometry; Virtual crossmatch

Abbreviations: CDC: Complement Dependent Cytotoxicity; CKD5: Chronic Kidney Disease 5; HD: Haemodialysis; FCXM: Flow Cytometry
Cross Match; DSA: Donor Specific Antibodies; SAB: Single Antigen Beads; cPRA: Calculated PRA; MFI: Median Fluorescence Intensity; PRA:
Panel Reactive Antibodies; cRF: calculated Reaction Frequency; HSPs: Highly Sensitized Patients

Case Details for Discussion
History
A 30 year old male patient with Chronic Kidney Disease 5
(CKD5) had been on haemodialysis (HD) for the last 5 years,
secondary to lupus nephritis. There was no history of blood
transfusion or previous transplantation.

Transplant status

The patient received the offer of a kidney from a deceased
donor.

Laboratory results at admission for transplantation

His laboratory results when he was admitted to the unit for
preparation for transplantation were as follows:
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•

1-0-0 mismatch.

•

Luminex-SAB did not identify any Donor Specific
Antibodies (DSA).

•

Complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) cross match
reported positive for B and T cell, but flow cytometry
cross match (FCXM) was reported negative for both B
and T.

Introduction

Kidney transplant offers survival and quality of life benefit
over dialysis in patients with chronic kidney Disease (CKD).
However, its potential benefit has not been fully realized because
of organ shortage. Most patients typically wait for a few years
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for the transplant and some are never able to receive one. To
maximize the benefit of available organs, they are distributed
equitably using the newest HLA and cross-matching techniques
to minimize immunological risks of graft loss, as demonstrated
in the given case.

Discussion

The given patient is a young male with Chronic Kidney
Disease (CKD) due to lupus nephritis on Hemodialysis (HD) with
no history of blood transfusion or transplantation, which are
sensitizing events for developing anti-HLA antibodies. Women
may get sensitized to their partner’s HLA antigens during
pregnancy. In absence of any history of sensitizing events, the
given patient is low-risk for pre-formed anti-HLA antibodies
[1]. Pre-formed antibodies are known to cause hyper-acute
rejection in the transplanted kidney and are avoided by allotting
the kidney to another recipient who does not have pre-formed
antibodies against the donor’s antigens [2,3]. At pre-transplant
evaluation, the recipient’s serum is collected, preserved and
tested for HLA antibodies with the following goals
i.

ii.

Determine level of HLA sensitization.

Cross-match against donor’s antigens.

The clinical significance of the HLA antibodies should be
interpreted with the following context

i.
IgG antibodies evoke sensitization response whereas
IgM antibodies may not elicit true anti-HLA response.
ii.
T cells only express HLA Class I antigens whereas B cells
express both HLA Class I and II antigens. Class I antibodies
manifesting as both T and B cell positivity represents
clinically significant sensitization. Class II antibodies
manifest only as B cell positivity and is considered clinically
less significant.

iii. Complement fixing tests activate the complement
cascade leading to cyto toxicity and are considered clinically
important. The clinical significance of non-complement
fixing antibodies is unclear in the short term but may be
associated with increased risk of rejection and graft loss in
the long term [4].

Determine level of HLA sensitization

At pre-transplant evaluation, the recipient’s HLA antibody
levels are estimated to determine the level of sensitization using
one of the following methods

Panel Reactive Antibodies (PRA): The recipient’s serum
is tested against a pool (20-100) of local donor antigens using
Complement-Dependent Cytotoxicity (CDC) in which donor’s
lymphocytes (from the buffy layer of centrifuged blood)
are mixed with patient’s serum and rabbit complement and
a vital dye. Cell lysis is examined under an inverted phase
microscopy and the percentage of reactions reported as PRA
[2]. A certain recipient’s PRA levels may change either due to
change in antibody levels (due to sensitizing events) or change
in the composition of HLA in the assay utilized [1]. PRA is not
comparable between laboratories because of differences in
composition of cell panel. Falsely high PRAs could be obtained
due to IgM or allo-antibodies.
Calculated PRA (cPRA): Antibodies in the recipient’s serum
may also be detected using one of the following techniques

ELISA: Allows many HLA antibodies to be characterized,
specificities accurately determined and measured semiquantitatively. It is more sensitive than CDC, but differences
between testing kits and HLA composition of antigen pool used
limits it’s utility and has mostly been replaced by flow cytometry
based methods.

Table 1: Comparison between antibody testing methods.
Complement Dependent
Cytotoxicity

Solid Phase Assays
Elisa

Flow Cytometry

Sensitivity and Specificity

Low (may be improved
with AHG)

High

Quantification of
antibodies

No

Yes

Yes

No (Only IgG)

Depends on cell viability

Yes

Luminex

No

Detects IgM antibodies

Yes (may be negated)

Detects non-HLA
antibodies

Yes

No, but may be detected using specific assays e.g., MICA

High

Low

Detects complement fixing
antibodies
Cost

Availability
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Low

No

High
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Flow cytometry techniques using single antigen beads
(SAB): There are two common methods using this technique
and the florescence is most commonly reported as Median
Fluorescence Intensity (MFI). One of the aspects to keep in
mind when interpreting the results of SAB assays is the prozone
phenomenon i.e. when diluted serum gives a higher MFI than
the undiluted serum and false negative results at high HLA
antibody concentration, which can be negated by pre-heating
the test serum, adding ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid
(EDTA) or dithiothreitol (DTT) [5,6]. The first method involves
flow cytometry using micro-particles, each coated with soluble

single HLA antigen to detect and measure the channel shift
associated with antibody binding to the beads. It is highly
sensitive in detecting various HLA antibodies, more than CDC.
The second, which is more popular, is the use of the Luminex®
fluorocytometry utilizing two lasers, one of which excites
the fluorochrome in the bead and the other laser exciting the
detection antibody. The first readout therefore identifies the
unique signal of the bead and hence the specificity of the bound
HLA molecule, while the second readout indicates if antibody is
bound to the specific HLA molecule (Table 1) (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Antibody testing and cross match techniques [31].

Virtual Cross-match: The ELISA, flow cytometry or Luminex
assay is run against a fixed panel of HLA antigens from past organ
donors in a large computerized database and the percentage of
specific unsuitable antigens reported. This “virtual cross-match”
is called as calculated PRA (cPRA) in the US and calculated
Reaction Frequency (cRF) in UK [7,8]. PRA/cPRA measure the
level of HLA sensitization, the recipients’ likelihood of a positive
cross-match but cannot determine the presence of antibodies
against a certain donor kidney. The recipient antibody panel is
re-tested after every 3 months, additionally when a sensitizing
event is recorded and both the highest historical and current
003

PRA are reported. The virtual cross-match is quick, tests against
a large number of fixed and consistent HLA antigens. Highly
Sensitized Patients (HSPs) have PRA≥80% to 85% and constitute
about 15% of listed patients. Once a kidney is available for
allocation, the donor antigens are entered in the computer,
patients with a positive virtual cross-match are excluded, and
the kidney is preferentially allotted to HSPs with a negative
virtual cross-match followed by others. The algorithm enables
quick and efficient organs allocation with highest likelihood of
a negative CDC cross-match. Using the virtual cross-match, HSPs
also have higher probability of preferential allotment of suitable
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organs compared to the past. In the given case, the Luminex SAB
did not identify any DSA, which indicates a high chance of the
cross-match being negative and the kidney being acceptable.
Donor’s lymphocytes are also tested for the HLA type and
matched against the recipient’s known HLA type to obtain the
number of mismatches (more often in living donor transplants).
The panel includes HLA antigens A, B and DR and excludes HLA
Cw, DP and DQ, as they do not generally invoke a strong immune
allo-repose and therefore not considered clinically significant
[9]. An attempt is made to allot the kidney to recipients with least
mismatches as the number of mismatches inversely influence
graft outcomes [9-11]. The given case has a single antigen
mismatch (1-0-0) and therefore low immunological risk. Crossmatch against donor’s antigens at the time of a deceased donor
kidney offer, lymphocytes from the donor blood sample are
cross-matched against the recipients’ serum. Various methods
of doing the cross-match are used depending on its availability
at the centre and time available.

Cell based CDC cross-match: The technique is similar to
the one described above, except that for cross-match, actual
donor’s cells, instead of pooled donor cells are used. The crossmatch is performed at 4 °C, 22 °C and 37 °C to detect warm and
cold reactive antibodies. It is reported qualitatively (positive or
negative) or semi-quantitatively either as percentage of dead
cells to live cells (0-no dead cells, 2-20% lyses, 4, 6, 8-80%
lyses) or repeated dilutions (titres) [2,12]. CDC is performed
separately with T and B cells with T cells only expressing Class
I antigens and B cells expressing both Class I and II anti gens, to
determine the class of reactive antibodies. However, B cell crossmatch has high false positive rates (up to 50%) and therefore not
considered relevant nor used by all centers [13] (Table 2).
Table 2: Interpretation of T and B cell cross-match.
T-Cell Cross-Match

B Cell Cross-Match

(Class I)

(Class I & II)

Positive

Positive

DSA to Class I ±
Class II

Positive

DSA to Class II

Negative

Negative

Positive

Negative

Negative

CDC cross-match may be false negative when

Interpretation

No DSA

Non-HLA antigens

If the donor lymphocytes are not viable or has low antigen
expression on its surface.

Low titres, in which case, the cross-match reaction can
be enhanced by adding antihuman globulin (AHG) to amplify
complement activation and cell lysis [14] by inducing crosslinking of antibodies.

Depletion of antibody with time (when the cross-match
was positive in the past). These patients may have a preserved
immunological memory and may cause rejection [15].
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If the recipient antibodies are non-complement activating.
On the other hand, CDC may be false positive if

Antibodies of auto-immune diseases may cause cell lysis,
which can be tested by an auto-cross-match using recipient’s
lymphocytes and serum [15,16].

HLA IgM antibodies, in which case, CDC may be repeated
after adding Dithiothreitol (DTT) which reduces disulfide bonds
in IgM to obtain a negative cross-match. [17-19] IgM antibodies
which are reactive at 4 °C may also be inactivated by incubating
at 55 °C [20]. Extended incubation by increasing the incubation
time of recipient serum, donor cells and complement improves
its sensitivity [21].
Clinically irrelevant non-HLA antibodies, may be washed
using Amos (3 wash) or modified Amos (1 wash), to remove nonspecific antibodies and increase specificity. The washing is done
after primary incubation, before adding complement to remove
unbound serum from the lymphocyte suspension to reduce false
negative results [21].
Use of Thymoglobulin or Rituximab [22].

Solid Phase Flow Cytometry Cross-Match (FCXM)
In which recipient’s serum is mixed with donor lymphocytes
and incubated with fluorescein-labelled antibodies against
human IgG. Fluorescein-labelled antibodies bind to donor
specific antibodies (DSA) which in turn bind to antigens on
donor lymphocytes and read on a flow cytometer. FCXM is more
sensitive than CDC and detects complement-activating and
complement-independent IgG DSA. Although a MFI of 1000 is
commonly used, cut-offs for a positive result is variable between
labs [18-22].Generally, a MFI of 10,000-20,000 would result
in a positive CDC cross-match in most cases [23-27]. In about
15% cases, the CDC is negative with a positive FXCM, which
most commonly indicates low antibody titres. The strength of
antibody detected and prior antigen exposure history should
also be considered, using such grafts may cause rejection and
early graft loss and therefore should be closely monitored [18].
Sometimes, the CDC may be negative for the current sample,
but positive from a historical sample. In such a situation, there
is a risk of an early rejection due to preserved immunological
memory [25].

The patient in the given case is low risk because of lack of
history of sensitization, single antigen mismatch on donorrecipient HLA, and negative virtual cross-match. However, a
positive CDC cross-match to both T and B cells suggests that
the patient may have HLA Class I ± Class II Antibodies against
the donor organ. Routinely a positive CDC cross-match would
be a contraindication to allot the kidney to this patient because
of high risk of rejection however, the FCXM and Luminex SAB
DSA are both negative, which is a surprise. The reasons for this
discrepancy need to be investigated. Since the patient has lupus
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nephritis related ESRD, which is an auto-immune disease, there
is a possibility of a false positive CDC due to auto antibodies.
In this situation, the non-HLA auto-antibodies may be negated
using DTT or another technique and a CDC may be repeated. An
auto-cross-match may also be performed using the recipient
lymphocytes and serum. If either or both reveal it to be a false
positive CDC, with a negative FCXM and absence of DSA, it would
be safe to offer the kidney to this recipient and proceed with
transplant.

Since deceased donor organs are very scare societal
resources, cross-match guided allocation is used to minimize
immunological graft loss after transplant and maximize
utilization of the available kidneys. Therefore, an attempt is
made to preferentially allot kidneys to patients with
•
•

Zero mismatch, as they are likely to have the best
immunological outcomes [9,10].
HSPs have low likelihood of finding a suitable match
and therefore less access to transplantation and are
preferentially allotted kidneys with negative DSA [2829].

While on one hand, the above techniques and protocols help
us reduce antibody mediated rejections, the time required for
testing may increase the graft’s cold ischemia time, which is
also detrimental for its function. To balance the two, there is
a trend to use virtual cross-match, to select recipients for CDC
and allot cross-matched kidneys regionally before being offered
nationally in many countries [30].

HLA null alleles

Do not express HLA antigens on cell surface and are denoted
with a suffix ‘N’. Molecular methods of HLA typing and crossmatch may detect these DNA sequences, although because of
lack of antigen expression, they have little relevance. Mutations
in these alleles may lead to expression of antigens similar to
one of the regularly expressed HLA antigens. Such antigens are
not part of the virtual cross-match panel and therefore will be
missed. Depending on the degree of expression of the antigen,
the misidentified antigen may form denovo DSA after transplant
or lead to a humeral rejection, although typically the risk is low.

Conclusion and Plan

Cross-match techniques currently used in minimizing
immunological risk allocation of kidneys are complementary
to each other and should be used with an understanding of
their limitations. Both a CDC and a solid phase cross-match
and additional testing should be used in case of discrepancy
in results to optimize allocation and prevent undue denial of
a transplant opportunity to any patient. The patient should be
further investigated with an auto-cross-match and a repeat CDC
with DTT. If one or both of them are positive, it will explain the
discrepancy in CDC and FCXM and allow safe transplantation of
the offered kidney.
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